
Back in June, Lomography burst onto 
Kickstarter with an instant camera 
unlike any other. In a dazzling 60s 
design, the Diana Instant Square was 
designed to scatter square format 
instant frames with vivid colors, 
moody vignetting and amazing 
analogue surprises. Now, after months 
of bold experiments and careful 
engineering made possible by the 
support of 2124 creatives from across 
the globe, Lomography have built a 
brilliant instant camera that catapults 
the Diana legacy into the 21st century. 
Shake off expectations and fill your life 
with unpredictable beauty. The Diana 
Instant Square is available now from the 
Lomography online shop and Gallery 
Stores worldwide – and prices start at  
just 99 USD.

Rocketing to Stores Worldwide 
After a Goal-Busting  
Kickstarter Campaign

The Diana Instant Square edges striking 
square frames in gorgeous effects 
that make every image captivatingly 
original. It’s the only instant 
camera in the world to work with  
interchangeable lenses and matching 
viewfinders, and it features a hot-
shoe mount for fantastic flashes. From 
Bulb Mode to Multiple Exposure Mode 
and more; this fully manual camera is 
packed with Lomography’s signature 
features to keep your analogue 
fire burning. As stylish as its iconic 
1960s predecessor, the Diana Instant 
Square is available in two different 
designs. One features the striking, 
definitive blue and black housing, and 
the other is clad in beautiful brown 
leather accented with gorgeous blue 
panels. Choose your favorite, embrace 
imperfection and trust your instincts. 
Beautiful things will happen.

Drenching Square Format 
Frames in the Legendary  
Diana Aesthetic

The camera is assembled, the packaging 
is ready and the exciting extras are 
packed safely inside. The Diana Instant 
Square is now shipping to hubs all over 
the world! We’ll be delivering the first 
batch of classic editions in December 
2018, and the Adriano will follow hot 
on its heels in January 2019. Dive into 
a dazzling world of luscious instant 
magic with a camera, light up your life 
with a camera plus flash edition, or let 
your creativity run wild with a camera, 
flash and five different interchangeable 
lenses. Whether you’re an analogue 
newbie or a seasoned professional, 
Lomography has everything 
you need to embark on a daring  
Diana adventure.

Now Shipping to Curious 
Creatives All Over the World

link for editors

https://shop.lomography.com/
cameras/diana-instant-square

THE WORLD’S FIRST INSTANT CAMERA WITH
INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES AND A HOT-SHOE MOUNT
– AVAILABLE ONLINE AND IN STORE NOW



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Film Format: Fujifilm Instax Square Film  
Film Size: 86 mm × 72 mm  
Exposure Area: 62 mm × 62 mm  
Shutter Release: Manual N/B shutter  
Shutter Speed: N (1/100), B (Bulb Mode, Unlimited)  
Aperture: Manual settings, cloudy (f/11), 
partly sunny (f/19),  sunny (f/32), pinhole (f/150) 
Film Ejection Mechanism: Motorized  
Film Counter: Yes, mechanical  
Multiple Exposures: Unlimited  
Flash: Diana F+ Flash,  hot shoe 
Interchangeable Lens Mount: Diana F+ bayonet mount  
Focal Length of Kit Lens: 75 mm 
Zone Focusing Setting (kit lens): 1–2 m / 2–4 m / 4 m–infinity  
Tripod Mount: Yes  Selfie Mirror: Yes 
Viewfinder: Reverse-Galilean, detachable  
Battery Supply: 4 × AAA batteries   
Filter Thread Diameter on 75 mm kit lens: 30.5 × 0.75
Dimensions: (W×H×D) 140 mm × 115 mm × 98 mm 

WHO THE HELL ARE LOMOGRAPHERS?

Lomographers are anyone and everyone with a passion for 
photography, and a hunger for pushing the boundaries. 
Keen to leave no memory uncaptured, no story untold and 
no film unexposed, the Lomography community have up-
loaded over 15 million photos over the last 20 years  
lomography.com/photos – the largest online archive of 
analogue and experimental photography in the world. 
Lomographers use innovative photography tools to stretch 
their imagination, learn new tricks at workshops, enter 
their favorite shots into Lomography competitions, and 
read photography interviews and creative tips in the 
Lomography magazine. They dance like there’s no tomor-
row at parties, and attend countless exhibitions hosted in 
Lomography Gallery Stores worldwide. Their thirst to travel, 
experiment, make mistakes, share and experience LIFE in 
all its beautiful, bizarre and bewildering glory is what keeps 
Lomographers restless on this little planet we call Earth.

WHAT THE HELL IS LOMOGRAPHY? 
 
Established in 1992 by a group of footloose Viennese 
students, the Lomographic Society International is photog-
raphy’s wild child. Fuelled by fiery passion and burning cu-
riosity, we blasted off our free-spirited movement when we 
stumbled across the Lomo LC-A – the most popular Russian 
camera of the 1980s, now famed for its quirky aesthetic.  
We wasted no time at all and created our Ten Golden Rules 
lomography.com/about/the-ten-golden-rules and we’ve 
dutifully followed them ever since. Today – with over 1 
million creative members – Lomography is a license to let 
loose; an invitation to ignite your inspiration, and a plat-
form to catapult your shots around the globe. Whether 
you’re a complete novice or a seasoned pro, we believe 
that you harness the power to create something incredible. 
From crazy color-shifting film to bespoke Art Lenses, inno-
vative instants to classic analogue cameras we’re dedicated 
to designing and producing all the photographic tools  
you need.




